Directions

Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI) is
a government-funded research institute established in 1996.
With around 500 researchers, Korea Railroad Research Institute
is opening the doors to our new future by developing future
transportation technology.

Introducing our

Global Leading Innovation
in Railway Research

‘Future Transportation Technologies’
that will shape our tomorrow

16105 Korea Railroad Research Institute, Cheoldobangmulgwan-ro, Uiwang-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea
031.460.5000 http://www.krri.re.kr
▶

Subway
Take the Suwon or Cheonan-bound Subway Line No.1 and get off at Uiwang station,
take either No.1-1 or 1-2 bus from where KRRI is only 3 minute ride.

▶

Car (Gwacheon-Uiwang Highway)
On the Gwacheon-Uiwang Highway, exit Woram IC. Proceed towards Uiwang City Hall.
Turn left at the sign of railroad Museum and KRRI appears on your left.

Future Transportation Technology
Changing the World

Korean high-speed train ‘KTX-Sancheon’ with a top speed of
350km/h and light rail transit ‘Korean-Automated Guideway
Transit (K-AGT)’ were commercialized. KRRI also successfully
developed 430km/h next generation high speed train
(HEMU-430X), next generation subway cars, bimodal trams
and wireless trams.
KRRI aims to deliver hope and a vision of our future through
railway technologies of the future and by developing
technologies that will improve the quality of lives of our people,
including ultra-speed ‘hyper-tube train’ with a top speed of
1,000km/h, next generation wireless communication-based
train control system that allows trains to communicate directly,
and a gauge-changeable railway network in Northeast Asia
that will connect both South & North Koreas and Russia.

“Future Transportation Technologies” : Shaping Our Tomorrow
High Speed Train with world-class operation speed

Ultra-speed ‘hyper-tube train’ with a top speed of 1,000km/h

1/1,000 low-pressure, near-vacuum aerodynamics and sealed tube technology
Electromagnetic levitation technology with freezer separated high temperature superconductor

Battery powered wireless Tram for eco-friendly city transport

Northeast Asia gauge-changeable railway network linking
Trans Korean Railways(TKR) and Trans Siberian Railways(TSR)

Y25 (integrated welding) gauge changing bogie
Rail gauge: 1,435mm (standard gauge), 1,520mm (broad gauge)
Maximum speed: 120km/h
Diameter: 860mm, distance between wheels: 1,800mm

Train autonomous behavior control with direct communication between trains

Integrated surveillance & control system for real-time railway safety

Next generation, wireless communication-based train control system that enables
direct communication among trains for train control
Minimum train headway at 60 seconds range, train coupling & decoupling within
60 seconds, reduction of unexpected delays in abnormal situations by 25%

Share real-time safety information and predict railway accident risks based
on IoT and big data technology
Upgraded exiting safety monitoring system performance

Foldable containers reducing volume to 1/4

Automatic driving to destination
Modular type speed station

Capable of moving vehicles through wireless power transfer

Foldable container technology that significantly saves logistics costs by reducing volume
4 boxes of foldable containers stacked equals the size of a normal container. 4 boxes in 1 set.

